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SOME REMARKS ON HOLOMORPHIC
VECTOR BUNDLES OVER NON-KAHLER MANIFOLDS

HONG-JONG KIM

If we consider an SU(2) vector bundle E over a Kiililer surface S,
then the moduli space of stable holomorphic structures on E is equal to
the moduli space of anti-self-dual SU(2) connections on E if and only
if bl(S) = O. This fact has a generalization for non-Kiihler cases (2.4),
(2.6), (2.7), (3.3). A modification of vanishing theorem is stated (1.10),
which can be used to get a generalized Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer's elliptic
complex on non-Kahler manifolds.

From now on our basic reference is [Koh]. Let M be a compact
connected complex n-manifold with a hermitian metric 9",v (1 :::; IL, v <
n). The associated fundamental form will be denoted by

4> = .;=TL 9",iidz'" 1\ dzv
•

We do not assume that q> is a Kahler form, but we may and will assume
that

(0.1)

after a conformal change of the metric, if necessary [Gau]. Such a metric
will be called a Gaudochon metric.

1. Degree of hundles

For a holomorphic vector bundle £. over M, we define [Buc], [LY] the
degree of £. relative to 4> by

deg(£.) = deg4>(£.) = f CI(£., h) 1\ q>n-l = -1-1 (tr K)4>n,JM 2mr M
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where Cl (£, h) is the first Chern fonn associated to a hermitian metric
h on £, tr K is the scalar curvature and K is the mean curvature [KohJ.
The condition (0.1) implies that the degree is independent of the choice
of h. Obviously deg(£) = deg(det £) and isomorphic bundles have the
same degree. Thus we have a group homomorphism

deg: Hl(M, OX) ---+ R.

On Killer manifolds degree is a topological invariant, but in non-Kahler
case this is no longer true, Le., there exists a hermitian manifold (M,~)

with a holomorphic line bundle .c such that Cl(.c) = 0 E H 2 (M; Z) and
deg.c 1= o. In particular, Hl(M,O) 1= 0 and the isomorphism class [.c]
of I:- generates an infinite cyclic subgroup in

Pico(M) = {l E Hl(M, OX) I cl(f) = 0 E H 2(M; Zn.

For example, let .A be a nonzero complex number with I.AI 1= 1. Then on
the Hopfmanifold M = (en - {O})/(z 1-+ .Az), we consider the 'metric'

v=r
~ = W(dzl A dzl + ... + dz n A dzn),

which satisfies d'd"(~n-l) = 0 (and d'd"(~n-2) 1= 0 for n > 2. cf. (1.2)).
Then it is easy to see that the mean curvature K of the Chern connection
on the holomorphic tangent bundle T of M is identically equal to n - 1.
Thus M is an Einstein-Hermitian manifold and degT > o. It follows
(cf. (1.9)) that HO(M,QP) = 0 (1 S; p S; n), where QP is the sheaf of
holomorphic p-forms. Of course this can be obtained easily since there
is no isolated singularity of a holomorphic function in dim > 1.

When n = 2, Buchdahl [BucJ found a necessary and sufficient con
dition for degree to be a topological invariant. In general we have the
following. Let

Pico(M)R = {f E Hl(M, OX) I cl(f)R = 0 E H 2(M; Rn.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Consider the following statements.

(1) bl(M) = 2dime Hl(M, 0)
(2) deg(Pico(M)) = 0
(3) deg(Pico(M)R) = 0
(4) degree is a topological invariant.
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Then (1) implies (2). (2), (3) and (4) are equivalent. If d'd"(epn-2) = 0,
then (4) implies (1).

Proof. For the proof, we identify

where
ZO,1 = {a E AO,I(M) I d"a = O}

and

Note that B is a subgroup of ZO,1 containing

Also we have

(1.5)

Now the deg IPico(M) is defined by

(1.6)

for [a] E Pico(M), a E ZO,I.
Now suppose (1) is true. Then Pico(M) is a compact group and hence

we get (2), which is obviously equivalent to (4).
Suppose (2) is true. Let £ be a holomorphic line bundle with CI(£)R =

oE H 2 (M; R). Then for any hermitian metric h on £, Cl (£, h) is a closed
real (l,l)-form and hence there exists a {3 = {3' + (3" E AI,o EEl AO,1 such

that cI(£,h) = ff!df3. Then d"{3 = 0, {3' = -(3" and

CI(£, h) = v::- (d' (3" - d" (3").

Thus deg(£) = deg[{3"] = O. This implies (3).
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Obviously, (3) implies (2).
Finally, suppose d'd"(~n-2) = 0 and (4) is true. By (1.5), for any

a E ZO,l

fM d'Ol 1\ ~n-l = o.

Then as in [Buc], there exists a unique (3 E BO,1 such that

Ad'(Ol + (3) = 0

for each Ol E ZO,I. Then by the next observation, we have d' (Ol + (3) = O.

OBSERVATION. Let Ol E ZO,l and Ad'Ol = o. Then d'a = 0 if
d'd"(~n-2)= O.

(For this observation, we do not need the assumption (0.1). This can
be extended to ''fiat'' holomorphic henuitian vector bundles.)

Now we obtain a map
Ol t--+ Ol + (3

of ZO,1 into the space HO(M, dO) of d-closed holomorphic l-fonus. This
map induces an isomorphism

This implies (1) [Kod].

COROLLARY 1.7. On Kiihlerian manifolds, the degree relative to any
Gauduchon metric is a topological invariant.

REMARK. The condition d'd"(~n-2) = 0 implies that, for instance,

is independent of the choice of h [BC]. Hence one can obtain Liibke
inequality [L1] and the lower bound for the Yang-Mil1s functional.

Next proposition is trivial.
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PROPOSITION 1.8. Ifdegree is a topological invariant on M and b2 (M)
= 0, then there are no stable bundles of rk > 1. Every holomorphic vec
tor bundle is semi-stable and every Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle is
a direct sum of line bundles with the same degree.

The following vanishing theorem indicates a role of degree.

VANISHING THEOREM 1.9 [Kob]. Let (E, h) be an Einstein-Hermi
tian vector bundle over a Hermitian manifold (M, <I». If deg(£) < 0,
then £ has no holomozphic section. If deg(£) = 0, then every section of
£ is parallel.

Since every holomorphic line bundle admits an Einstein-Hermitian
metric, the vanishing theorem applies to any holomorphic line bundle.
This vanishing theorem has a following generalization.

PROPOSITION 1.10. Let (£,h) be a hermitian holomorphic vector
bundle over (M, <.p). Let D = D' + D" be the Chern connection on
(£, h) and u be a smooth section of £.

(1) If K :::; 0 and AD'D"u = 0, then Du = 0. If, moreover, K < 0 at
some point of M, then u = 0.

(2) If K ~ 0 and AD"D'u = 0, then Du = 0. If, moreover, K > 0 at
some point of M, then u = O.

Proof· Observe that if AD'D"u = 0,

yC:lAd'd"h(u, u) = IDul 2
- h(Ku, u).

Then the maximum principle of E. Ropf applies. (2) is similarly proved.

This vanishing theorem can be used to get a generalized Atiyh-Hitchin
Singer's elliptic complex (d. [AHS], [K2]) for an Einstein-Hermitian
connection on a hermitian manifold.

2. Holomorphic structures

Now we fix a smooth complex vector bundle E over M of rank r.
There are three important concepts on E, namely, holomorphic struc
tures, unitary structures and connections. The sets of these structures
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will be denoted by Hol(E), Herm(E) and Con(E), respectively. Then
thel"e is a Chern map

Hol(E) x Herm(E) .-07 Con(E).

The group GL(E) of smooth bundle automorphisms of E acts naturally
on these spaces and the Chern map is equivariant. The Chern map is
natural in the sense that for any vector bundle p(E) associated to E,
the diagram

Con(E)

1
Hol(E) x Herm(E)

1
Hol(p(E» x Herm(p(E» -.-07) Con(p(E»

commutes equivariantly. We consider only the case p(E) = det E, since
we have a complete understanding in that situation. A different point
of view is considered in [New], [DV], [L2].

From now on we will assume that Hol(E) =I 0. Then there is a com
mutative diagram

(2.1 )

Hol(E)

1
M(E)

det
----+) Hol(det E)

1
----+l M(det E)

where M(E) = Hol(E)/ GL(E), which we may call the moduli space of
holomorphic structures on E. We identify ([Gri], [AHS], [AB], [Qui],
[Koh], [K2]) a holomorphic structure with the corresponding Cauchy
Riemann operator D" : AO(E) .-07 AO,l(E), D" 0 D" = O. They form a
subset of an affine space, of which the model space is AO,l(End E). Thus
Hol(E) and hence M(E) is canonically equipped with a smooth topology
[Pal]. Note that there is a simple transitive action of the group Pico(M)
on M(det E) and hence M(det E) is (noncanonically) isomorphic to
Pico(M). The surjective map

(2.2) det : Hol(E) .-07 Hol(det E)
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is a trivial fiber bundle. Once a holomorphic structure or equivalently a
Cauchy-Riemann operator DI/ is chosen, a trivialization of Hol(E) over
Hol(det E) is given by

Hol(E) ~ Hol(det E) x {11 E AO,l (End E) : tr 11 = 0, DI/(I1) + 11 011 = O}.

The fiber of (2.2) at I:- E Hol( det E) is denoted by

Hol(E,I:-) = {E E Hol(E) I det E = I:-},

and
M(E,I:-):= Hol(E,I:-)jSL(E),

where
SL(E) = {g E GL(E) I det 9 = I}.

The fiber bundle

(2.3) M(E) --+ M(detE)

becomes trivial after it is divided by a finite group (2.4). The group
Pico(M) also acts on M(E), by tensoring, and the induced action on
M(E) of the r-torsion subgroup

commutes with the projection M(E) --+ M(detE). Note that T is a
finite group isomorphic to (ZjrZ)b 1 , where bl is the first Betti number
of M. Although the stabilizers in T are not simply described, we have

PROPOSITION 2.4. M(E)jT is isomozphic to the product M(det E) x
(M(E)JPico(M)) as spaces over M(detE).

Proof. Probably, the proof using the Cauchy-Riemnann operators
might be more clear. But here is the direct proof. The isomorphism
M(E)JT --+ M( det E) x (M(E)jPico(M)) is given by

[E]T 1-+ [det E] x [E]PicO(M)'
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Obviously this is a well-defined continuous map. To see the injectivity,
suppose

[det £d x [£I]PicO(M) = [det £2] x [£2]PicO(M)·

Then [det £1] = [det £2] and [£I]PicO(M) = [£2]PicO(M). Thus there exists
a [£] E Pico(M) such that £10£ ~ £2. Then det £I0£r ~ det £2. Thus
£r ~ 0, i.e., [£] E T. Hence [£I]T = [£2]T.

For the surjeetivity, let [£] x [£1] E M(det E) x M(E) be given. Then

[£] = [det £1] +R

for some unique RE Pico(M). Since Pico(M) is a divisible group, there
exists a RI such that R= rR I . Locally, this RI can be chosen continuously.
Then we put [£) = [£1] 0 RI. Then [£]T E M(E)jT is independent of
the choice of RI and [£]T maps to [£] x [£I]PicO(M). This establishes the
isomorphism.

LEMMA 2.5. The followings are equivalent.

(1) bI(M) = 0
(2) COO(M, C X

) is a divisible group
(3) COO(M,C X

) is connected.
(4) COO(M,CX)/C x is a divisible group
(5) COO(M, CX)/C x is connected.
(6) Pico(M) has no torsion
(7) Pico(M) ~ HI(M, 0).

Moreover these imply that Pico(M) acts freely on M(E).

Now we get (d. [K3], [OV] [L2])

COROLLARY 2.6. (1) If bI = 0, then M(E,£) ~ M(E)/Pico(M) for
any £ E Hol(det E).

(2) If HI(M,O) = 0, then M(E,£) ~ M(E) for any £ E Hol(detE).

Proof. (1) Since bI = 0, T = °and hence by (2.4) M(E) ~ M (det E)x
(M (E) /Pico (M» as spaces over M (det E). In particular, the fiber
M(E)[£] of M(E) -7 M(detE) at [£] E M(detE) is isomorphic to
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M(E)jPicO(M). Thus it suffiees to show that M(E)[c) ~ M(E,.c).
From the commutative diagram (2.1), we have an injection

M(E,.c) -+ M(E)[c).

To see the surjectivity of this map, let [D"] E M(E) and [det D"] = [.c]
(i.e., [D"] E M(E)[c)). Then detD" = .c - /31 for some /31 E B ~

COO(M, ex )jC X (cf. (1.4)). Since B is divisible, /31 = r/3 for some
(unique) /3 E B. Now

[D" + /3lE] = [D"]

and det(D" + /3lE) = det D" + tr(,8lE) = .c. This establishes a homeo
morphism.

(2) follows from (1).

REMARKS 2.7. (1) Hwe consider stable structures ([Bne], [LY]), then
we have propositions similar to (2.4) and (2.6) with
MS(E) := HolS(E)/ GL(E) and MS(E,.c) := HolS(E, .c)/ SL(E).

(2) If the map M(E,£j <---t M(E) is surjective, then obviously
Pico(M) = 0, i.e., Hl(M,O) = O.

3. Einstein-Hermitian connections

From now on we fix a unitary structure h on E. The space of irre
ducible Einstein h-connections on E is denoted by CS(E) and

where U(E) is the group of smooth isometries of (E, h). We assume
that CS(E) =/= 0. Then as in the previous section we have the following
commutative diagram.

det
-----.+1 CS(detE)

1
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The map det : C8(E) ---+ C8(det E) is a trivial fibration. Once a point
D E C8(E) is chosen, the trivialization is given by

C8(E) ~ C8(det E) x {A E Al(uE) I D"(A") + A" 0 A" = 0,

A(D(A) + A 0 A) = O},

where uE is the real vector bundle of skew-hermitian endomorphisms of
(E,h). We put for \7 E C8(detE),

C8 (E, \7) = {D E C8 (E) I detD = \7}

and
N'8(E, \7) = C8(E, \7)/ SU(E),

where SU(E) = U(E) n SL(E). Then

(3.1) N'8(E) ~ M8(E) ([LYl) and hence M8(E) is an open subset of
M(E) ([K!], cf. [Kohl).

(3.2) Let £, be the holomorphic structure on det E defined by \7 E
C8(det E). Then N'8(E, \7) ~ M8(E, £,) and hence M8(E, £) is an open
subset of M(E, £,).

(3.3) When r = n = 2, M8(E) is the ordinary moduli space M(cl' C2)
considered in algebraic geometry and .N8 (E, d) is, if Cl (E) = 0 and
\7 = d, the moduli space of anti-self-dual SU(2)-connections. These two
spaces are equal if and only if Hl(M, 0) = 0 (cf. (2.6) and (2.7».

(3.4) IT

and
M:(E,£') = {[E] E M 8 (E,£') I H 2(M,slE) = O}

then M:(E) (resp. M:(E,£» is a Kahler manifold and the tangent
space at [E] is isomorphic to Hl(M,EndE) (resp. Hl(M,sl£» (cf. [K2],
[Kohl), where slE is the bundle of trace-free endomorphisms of E.

I am very grateful to C. Okonek for various comments and many valu
able discussions.
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